WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

Every six months Katie visits the same dentist office for a check-up. Rosa is always there to clean her teeth and make her laugh! But everything is not the same at these two visits. Can you find 10 things in picture 2 that are different from picture 1?

1. There is a pink bow in Rosa’s hair.  
2. Rosa is wearing an earring.  
3. Rosa is not wearing a mask.  
4. Katie is holding a toothbrush.  
5. Katie’s bib is purple.  
6. Nothing is on the counter.  
7. There is a clock on the wall.  
8. There are no red labels on the files.  
9. Goldfish are jumping out of the sink!  
10. There’s an apple in the tray.

Fun and facts brought to you by:

Brush your teeth often.

Eat fruits and vegetables for strong, healthy teeth!

Floss your teeth every day.
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Drinking too much soda can cause tooth decay!

Answers:
1. There is a pink bow in Rosa's hair.
2. Rosa is wearing an earring.
3. Rosa is not wearing a mask.
4. Katie is holding a toothbrush.
5. Katie's bib is purple.
6. Nothing is on the counter.
7. There is a clock on the wall.
8. There are no red labels on the files.
9. Goldfish are jumping out of the sink.
10. There's an apple in the tray.